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Who can fail to be charmed by the primes? They are elusive and mysterious in their ways, and hide their

secrets very well. They have been known since ancient times, and many statements can be made about them

that can be understood even by primary school children. Yet, proving these same statements can be a task

that may baffle the mightiest mathematician.

One such is the Goldbach Conjecture – the claim that every even number after 2 can be written as the sum

of two primes; e.g., 50=43+7. It remains unproved, though mathematicians have come very close. Another

is the Twin Primes Conjecture. ‘Twin primes’ are pairs of primes that differ by 2; for example, the pairs

(3,5), (5,7), (11,13), (41,43) and (101,103). Such pairs thin out as the numbers get larger. Thus there are

205 such pairs below 10,000; 137 pairs in the next block of 10,000 numbers; 125 pairs in the next such

block; then 124, followed by 114; and so on. Studying these data we may wonder whether the source

‘dries up’ eventually; that is, whether no more prime twins (n,n+2) exist for n beyond some point. But this

seems never to happen. Larger and larger ‘twins’ keep getting discovered! Currently the largest known such

pair is:

(3756801695685×2666669-1, 3756801695685×2666669+1).

Progress in proving the conjecture has been slow but not nil. One curious positive result is the following:

If S is the set of all primes p which are part of a twin prime pair,

S={3,5,7,11,13,17,19,29,31,41,43,59,61,71,73,101,103,107,109,137,139,...},

then the sum Σ 1/p of the reciprocals of the numbers in S is finite. We even know the sum! – it is roughly

1.902. This theorem implies that the twin primes, even if they are infinite in number, are ‘thin’ in their

distribution (else the sum would not be finite).

The twin prime conjecture may be restated as follows: If the successive primes are written as p1, p2, p3, etc

then the difference pi+1 – pi

between successive primes is less than 3 infinitely many times. If we replace the

‘3’ in this by a larger number, say 5, we get a statement which is weaker than the original one. Denote the

statement “The difference pi+1 – pi is less than k infinitely many times” by St(k), so St(3) is the claim that

there are infinitely many twin primes. Note that St(3) implies St(5) but not the other way round; so if we

prove St(5) we will have proved something significant but not quite the Twin Primes conjecture. The larger

the value of k, the weaker the statement; yet, the difficulty of proving St(k) for any k has been so great till

now that it must be considered a significant achievement even if k is quite large.

Precisely such an achievement has been announced by Prof Yitang Zhang of the University of New

Hampshire (USA). He claims to have proved St(k) for k = 70 million! This may seem very far from the Twin

Prime conjecture but it is still a very significant achievement. At the time this note is going to press, experts

seem to be of the view that the proof is correct; indeed, his results have been described as being “of the first

rank.” In a following issue of At Right Angles we shall say more about Zhang’s result.
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